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We love a good road trip! Whether you&#39;re tailgating or hitting the road in your RV, you&#39;ll

enjoy Our Favorite Road Trip Recipes cookbook with yummy recipes like zesty Italian hoagies,

nothing-to-it chili and s&#39;mores pudding pie. The handy purse-perfect size is great to take along

to the grocery too. Durable softcover cookbook, 128 pages.
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I have a slow cooker book from Gooseberry and liked it so I thought this would be good too, esp. as

I read in the description as good for camping which I love to do. I realize many people have

electricity in their campers so as a tent camper this wasn't going to fully meet my desires, but it left

me absolutely lacking for anything that was a realistic camping dish other than a tin foil recipe that's

pretty standard for most. Anyone who attended Boy Scout or Girl Scout cookouts as a kid made this

potato and onions in foil recipe. A good many of the recipes called for a slow cooker. Are you

kidding me?!?! I don't haul around a slow cooker on a road trip. I would have liked to seen a variety

of things you can make up fairly easily and take with you which would seem to constitute more of a

road trip kind of food fare. Perhaps a nice tangy twist to a chicken salad, good recipes using pita

bread/wraps, etc. That seems more realistic to me for a road trip.With regard to the recipes

themselves they seem fine and it would probably make a better generalized cookbook than anything

else. The size is adorable and the price is reasonable. But if you're thinking that this would be good

to really simplify for when you're hitting the road on that vacation or camping trip you'll likely be let



down.

Only 3 stars because the size is so small that it's hard to read and hold. Makes it harder to cook.

This a a nice Gooseberry Patch book, good quality, recipes are okay, but the size is of my

Grandmother's little recipe cards. They need to publish that as part of the description. Cheap, trying

too hard to make money.

Just reading this cookbook will make you want to start packing a picnic lunch. Its full of great recipes

that travel well, a few that I remember, but many new ones that I will pleased to try. I will be

consulting this book the next time we plan a camping trip, for sure. These are the recipes that

become traditions because they are just GOOD. Like I said, don't read it when you are hungry....

I like the Gooseberry Patch collection, they are filled with useful recipes that are quick and simple

and this one has a good variety of recipes. There are some good ideas for picnics, cook outs and

take outs to other places. We are members of CMA and we do dinners at other peoples homes and

take dishes. This lil book has a lot of ideas. I like to take dishes that are different....

Calling this the Road Trip Recipes was right on the money. The simple almost easy to follow recipes

were a welcome exchange for our everyday recipes or stopping at a restaurant for our meals. thank

you

My daughter and I love Gooseberry Patch Cookbooks! We are trying to get the entire line of

cookbooks. They have many recipes and have tips on every page, from decorating tips to cooking

tips. We are first-time RV homeowners this year and was hoping this cookbook would help us get

prepared for our first trip out, it did! You won't be disappointed.

Quick easy recipes very travel friendly, including some I'd forgotten about. Will certainly help if you

want to avoid the exploding bag of chips and/or cookies incidents that too often happen

I love all of the tips and ideas in this book for snacks and packed lunches. I would recommend this

book to those who take regular road trips.
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